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Leadership is Everyoneʼs Business
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You may be surprised to hear this, but in the majority of our training
sessions around Australia and New Zealand, many managers tell us
theyʼve never had any training on how to better lead their teams.
Managing others is mostly a learnt skill, yet organisations set their managers
up for failure when they donʼt make time for learning so-called ʻsoftʼ skills.
Far from being ʻsoftʼ, inter-personal skills are the hardest skills to learn and
we call them Foundation Skills, because without them your organisation will
come tumbling down.
That is exactly what the Leadership Voice Template is all about, setting
your managers up for success by building resilience, vital for the strong
and successful foundation of every organisation.
A project manager of 23 years recently told us it did not matter what tips and
techniques or latest, greatest and ʻup to the minuteʼ software he had, if he did
not have the most important thing –inter-personal skills– he would notʼve
been as successful in his role.
If your managers and teams are not aware of why they respond the way they
do to certain situations, of why they ʻlose their coolʼ they will live life surfing
an emotional wave, bouncing up and down at the whim of others.
If your managers and teams think others are difficult, if they do not grasp the
subtle language of non-verbal communication and have no concrete
strategies to help them through the demands of everyday life in the
workplace, then your organisation will never be as successful as it could
be ... itʼs that simple.
Training2live offers a six month program for The Leadership Voice Template.
(Other training timetable options are available on request.)
This six month training program offers deeper understanding and a
higher ROI, as it provides time for the assimilation of new learnings.
We conduct a thorough 45 minute tailoring call to ensure your session is a fit
for your people and maximises the benefits of their attendance.
Express your interest in an on-site training session or attendance at a
public workshop. Email VictoriaRose@Training2live.com.au to find out more.
Check out the many ʻidentifiedʼ testimonials on our corporate website.
We support you to build personal and organisational resilience.
Contact Victoria Rose on 0414 805
http://www.training2live.com.au/
http://www.victoriarosespeaker.com/
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